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In this article, we present an information gain-based variant of the next best view problem for occluded
environment. Our proposed method utilizes a belief model of the unobserved space to estimate the
expected information gain of each possible viewpoint. More precise, this belief model allows a more pre-
cise estimation of the visibility of occluded space and with that a more accurate prediction of the poten-
tial information gain of new viewing positions. We present experimental evaluation on a robotic platform
for active data acquisition, however due to the generality of our approach it also applies to a wide variety
of 3D reconstruction problems. With the evaluation done in simulation and on a real robotic platform,
exploring and acquiring data from different environments we demonstrate the generality and usefulness
of our approach for next best view estimation and autonomous data acquisition.
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1. Introduction

Major research areas in computer vision and robotics are auton-
omous 3D data acquisition and reconstruction of dense geometry
of full environments or single objects. A substantial difficulty,
and of most importance, is the selection of viewpoints for data
acquisition and to accomplish subsequent tasks like reconstruction
or object manipulation. Oftentimes we are limited by time, energy,
or storage, but also occlusion making it necessary to estimate
appropriate viewpoints for data acquisition. Over the past decade
many algorithms have been developed to make this process auton-
omous and efficient for 2D [1] as well as 3D [2] environments. A
widely used technique for automatic data acquisition and explora-
tion is to iteratively compute and place the sensor to a new obser-
vation position where a new sensing action is performed. From a
pure reconstruction point of view, we face the problem of optimiz-
ing view selection from the set of available views. The data, from
which we want to reconstruct, is usually presented as a video or
as individual images, showing the world or object in question from
different viewpoints [3,4]. From this data, we want to find the sub-
set of data that can best and most efficiently reconstruct the envi-
ronment. In general, the estimation of such viewpoints known as
the Next Best View (NBV) problem, first discussed in [5], which
seeks a single additional sensor placement or viewpoint given a
heuristic or reward function.

In many cases sensing actions are time consuming, but also an
increase in data does not guarantee a better reconstruction result,
one seeks a sequence of viewpoints which observe the environ-
ment in the minimum number of actions or images. How many
measurements are needed to observe the environment depends,
in principle on the selected viewpoints and with that the gain in
knowledge about the world. The potential knowledge increase of
new observation positions can be estimated by reasoning about
current world information. In practice however, making precise
estimations of the knowledge increase is difficult and error prone,
because the estimation involves predicting the unobserved por-
tions of the world.

This is especially true in cluttered environments, because they
impose many visibility constraints due to occlusion thereby
increasing the difficulty of making accurate predictions of the
knowledge gain. Inaccurate estimations lead to over or under pre-
diction of the gained information, hence possibly non-optimal
observation positions are chosen. The more accurate we predict
the information gain the fewer observation are necessary to fully
observe the environment.

In this paper, we describe our work on automatic data acquisi-
tion and view point selection by iteratively estimating the knowl-
edge gain of potential new observation positions. Our approach to
estimate knowledge gain in cluttered environments is to reason
about the unobserved space using probabilistic methods. Intui-
tively, we try to model the fact that the deeper we look into unob-
t, J. Vis.
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served regions, the higher the probability of observing a hidden ob-
ject residing in it. Our method chooses the next best viewing posi-
tion that promises the highest expected knowledge gain.

To evaluate our approach we use a robotic system to actively
move the sensor to new viewpoints. However, our approach is
not restricted to a robotic system and can be used for a variety of
different tasks including data subset selection for reconstruction.
We compare our approach to different robot exploration strategies,
which iteratively estimate the NBV position and position the sen-
sor to the new position.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we examine related research. Next, we formalize our approach in
Section 3. The details of our system architecture and point cloud
preprocessing are described in Section 4. Finally, we show experi-
mental results in Section 5 followed by a discussion of the results
in Section 6.
2. Related research

View planning approaches are used in a variety of different re-
search ares. There are two major surveys of the problem, one
describing the sensor planning problem in vision applications [6].
The other is a more recent survey of view planning for 3D object
reconstruction and inspection [7]. Of particular relevance to our
work are approaches for exploration and automatic data acquisi-
tion using a robotic system. A survey for robot environment map-
ping and exploration can be found in [8]. In this brief review of
related work, we focus on different approaches to estimate a set
of potential new viewing positions as well as estimating the best
position out of this set.

The main differences between existing approaches are the
selection of the potential new viewing positions and the estimation
of the NBV of this set. The earliest NBV estimation [5] proposed
two approaches to create a complete model of a scene. The new
sensor position is chosen either by simulating viewpoints sampled
from the surface of a sphere and scored by using ray-casting and
change estimation in unknown space or by using a histogram of
normals for unexplored octree node faces.

Several methods have been developed which generate the po-
tential viewpoints uniformly randomly in the workspace. In [9]
an exploration algorithm was developed for a robot operating in
2D but acquired environment information in 3D. Potential new
viewing positions are randomly generated on the 2D workspace
of the robot and evaluated for their individual information gain.
The potential new viewing positions are sampled uniformly ran-
domly in a safe region [1], which consists of free space bounded
by solid curves. To estimate the NBV position of this sample set a
cost function trading off information gain and travel cost is evalu-
ated and applied to each sample point. Similarly, in [10] the poten-
tial viewing positions are sampled randomly from a list of line
segments bordering unobserved space. However, compared to [1]
the utility function which evaluates the viewing position is more
complex and takes the precision of localization into account. This
ensures better localization and registration of the individual mea-
surement. In [2] a probabilistic surface reconstruction approach is
described using a depth cameras and a robotic manipulator hold-
ing an object. New viewing positions are uniformly sampled
around the object and the manipulator hand. Given a current sur-
face reconstruction a metric is formulated to score the potential
new scanning positions in terms of reduction of uncertainty from
virtual created depth maps.

Various methods are developed for reconstruction of dense
geometry. In [4] the next best view estimation is used for efficient
3D model creation from images. The system estimates new view-
points that best reduces the reconstructed model uncertainty. Ha-
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ner and Heyden [3] and Hornung et al. [11] proposes a method for
3D reconstruction from a set of unordered images. The goal is to
estimate a subset of images by sequentially estimating new
viewpoint and select the best match. Their approach reduces the
computation time and increases accuracy of the reconstructed
model. To find and select new viewpoints the authors in [12,13]
utilize surface normal information. Specifically, Pito [12] intro-
duces the notion of positional space, which allowed, in combina-
tion with a detailed scanner model, refraining of expensive ray-
casting methods for the next best view estimation. In [13], Massios
and Fisher developed a quality constraint which estimated the
quality of seen voxels in the scenes by utilizing the surface normal
information. This improves the overall reconstruction of the mea-
surement since viewpoints are selected which improve the laser
range data quality of the scanned surface. The work of Haner and
Heyden [14] proposes a continuous optimization of method of
finding many future next best view positions to reconstruct the
captured environment. The system utilizes a real-time visual
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) approach to esti-
mate the sensor position and map the environment.

Camera in hand system used for model building are used by
Trummer et al. [15] and Wenhardt et al. [16]. Both methods rely
on images and feature tracking for measurement registration and
model reconstruction. In [15] the authors present a combined on-
line approach of tracking, reconstruction and NBV estimation. In
their work the extended e-criterion is used, which guides the sen-
sor to the next position to minimize the reconstruction uncer-
tainty. Feature tracking and 3D reconstruction in [16] is done
using a Kalman filter. The optimal NBV, which improves the recon-
struction accuracy, is estimated by reducing the uncertainty in the
state estimation.

A variety of frontier-based approaches have been developed
that generate potential new viewing positions on the boundary be-
tween free and unobserved space. The earliest [17] uses a probabi-
listic occupancy grid map to represent and reason about the
environment. Adjacent frontier edge cells are grouped together
into frontier regions. The centroids of these groups form the set
of potential new viewing positions. The closest frontier region po-
sition is the NBV position. Frontier regions are also used in [18] to
build a detailed 3D outdoor map in a two step process. First a
coarse exploration of the environment is performed by utilizing a
2D map and observability polygons to compute coverage positions.
In the second step a 3D view planner samples potential view posi-
tions which lie on the frontier region. For each of the candidate
viewpoints they count the number of visible cells using a ray-tra-
versal algorithm. In the work of [19] the authors build a complete
framework and estimate the NBV position given localization qual-
ity, navigation cost and information gain. The information gain is
computed over the entropy of the region around potential new
NBV positions. Stachniss and Burgard [20] introduces coverage
maps to better represent the environment. They propose different
methods to estimate the NBV position including trading of infor-
mation gain and travel cost. Recent work by Holz et al. [21] sug-
gests improvements for continuous data acquisition for 2D
mapping in confined spaces such as rooms. In their approach a
room will be fully observed before a position with higher informa-
tion gain is considered as a candidate NBV position. Additionally,
due to continuous data acquisition, NBV positions are constantly
evaluated to avoid reaching a position which is already observed.
In [22] an exploration algorithm is developed for 3D data acquisi-
tion. Frontier cells, defined as known cells adjacent to unobserved
cells, are ranked according their length of connecting grid cells. A
subset of these are then ranked according their travel cost with
the one with the minimal cost is chose as the NBV position.

Our approach is closest to [2,18,20,19,1] in terms of generating
a suitable set of potential new viewing positions and evaluating
amework for next best view estimation in a cluttered environment, J. Vis.
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the information gain. However, in contrast to previous work, we
directly reason over the unknown space itself and estimate the ex-
pected knowledge gain from new views of cluttered environments.
Previous proposed methods assume full visibility to the target re-
gion or object, which makes them poorly suited for cluttered envi-
ronments since unseen objects in the occluded space lead to
overestimation of the reward for potential new observation
positions.
3. Next best view estimation

In the NBV problem we are given the task to sequentially ob-
serve an environment by moving a sensor to new viewing posi-
tions. The process seeks to minimize some aspect of unobserved
space (e.g. its size), though the exact form of the objective function
will govern the precise optimization being sought.

At each stage of the process, unobserved regions of the environ-
ment are estimated using an occupancy grid and a ray-traversal
algorithm, shown in Fig. 1(a). Each cell cn in the occupancy grid
O is represented by a random variable on 2 ½0;1� with n ¼ 1 . . . N,
where N is the total number of cells. The occupancy state on ¼ 0
encodes the cell on as free and on ¼ 1 as occupied. In order to esti-
mate the NBV position many popular approaches [20,1,2,21] for-
mulate the problem in information theoretic terms and evaluate
the gain in information of a set of potential new viewing positions
S ¼ fs1; s2; . . . ; sk; . . . ; sKg. The NBV position ŝ 2 S is then estimated
by maximizing the expected information gain:

ŝ ¼ arg max
k

E½IðskÞ�: ð1Þ

One information measure is entropy H, the amount of uncer-
tainty in a discrete random variable. The entropy HðoÞ expresses
therefore the uncertainty about the state of a cell, in this setting
whether the cell is free or occupied. For every potential new view-
ing position sk, after integrating new measurements, the probabil-
ity distribution of the occupancy grid either stays constant or
changes. To measure the change we compute the information gain
(Kullback–Leibler divergence) of the occupancy grid before and
after integrating new measurements from a potential position sk.
Following the notation of [23], the information gain I over the
occupancy probability pðonÞ of a given cell cn is defined as:

Iðpðon j sk; zn;kÞÞ ¼ HðpðonÞÞ � H0ðpðon j sk; zn;kÞÞ; ð2Þ

where pðon j sk; zn;kÞ is the occupancy probability after integrating a
new measurement zn;k from location sk according to our sensor
model and where H0ðpðon j sk; zn;kÞÞ is the posterior entropy.

To estimate the posterior entropy we need to know what
measurements will be measured if the sensor is placed at a certain
Fig. 1. The point cloud is represented as an occupancy grid. Blue cells are occupied space,
estimated using a ray traversal algorithm shown in (a). To estimate the information gai
However objects which have not been seen yet (shaded square) lead to wrong estimatio
referred to the web version of this article.)
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position sk. However, since this is not possible due to the unob-
served portions in the occupancy grid, we have to integrate over
all possible measurements to compute the expected information
gain for a viewpoint sk:

E½IðskÞ� ¼
Z

z
pðz jM; skÞ

X
oi2Cðsk ;zÞ

Iðpðoi j sk; zi;kÞÞ dz: ð3Þ

The set Cðsk; zÞ defines the cells which are covered by the measure-
ment z in the current occupancy grid map M. Solving this integral
in closed form is not feasible since we would have to integrate over
all possible measurements.

A common approximation for the expected information gain is ob-
tained by predicting the measurement zk at position sk using a ray-tra-
versal algorithm. Typical methods to approximate the measurement
include Markov Monte Carlo Sampling [23] or assuming the measure-
ment to be the first occurrence of a cell with high occupancy probabil-
ity [18,20], pðoÞ > 0:5. The latter approximation assumes infinite
visibility until a cell with high occupancy probability is in line of sight.
However, objects which have not yet been observed could potentially
block the view to unobserved cells and therefore limit the actual infor-
mation gain of a viewing position sk. Thus, this could potentially lead to
poor estimates over the unobserved space and the computed ŝ is not
necessarily the optimal choice, illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The better we
predict the outcome of a potential new observation position sk the
more accurate we can choose ŝ.

We propose to approximate the expected information gain by
predicting how likely it is to see a specific cell from a position sk.
That is, we estimate the probability that cell cn is observable from
position sk. In detail, we define pðxÞ to be the observation probabil-
ity of a cell c 2 O. Let xn 2 ½0;1� be the random variable expressing
the observation state, where xn ¼ 0 denotes the cell cn is not visible
and xn ¼ 1 denotes cn is visible.

Given the observation probabilities we then estimate the ex-
pected information gain by estimating the posterior entropy over
the occupancy state o of cell c, given x:

E½Iðpðo js; x; zÞÞ� ’ HðpðoÞÞ � H0ðpðo j s; x; zÞÞ; ð4Þ

where z is the measurement predicted through a ray-traversal
algorithm. We will now describe how the observation probabilities
are computed in Section 3.1 and how they are used to estimate
the posterior entropy is described in Section 3.2. Both of these sub-
sections end with sample scenarios depicting the estimated
distributions.

3.1. Observation probability

In the following, the assignment of the observation probability
pðxnÞ is formalized. The observation probability depends on all cells
white cells represent free space and yellow cells unknown space. Unknown space is
n of a potential next position we reason over the unknown space, as shown in (b).
ns. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
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Fig. 2. The estimation process modeled as a Hidden Markov Model. The observation
state xm is estimated from state xm�1 given all prior occupancy probabilities up to
om�2.
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which lie in line of sight to the target cell cn, estimated by a ray-tra-
versal algorithm. Assume that the ray r to the target cell cn pene-
trates M cells. Then r can be represented as the concatenation of
penetrated cells r ¼ c1 . . . cm . . . cM . We want to estimate the obser-
vation probability of the target cell cn given the cells in the ray.
Intuitively, the observation probability of a cell cm 2 r depends
on the occupancy probability and the observability probability of
the predecessor cell in the ray, cm�1 2 r. For instance, if the prede-
cessor cell is highly likely to be occupied, the observation probabil-
ity of cm should be low. On the other hand, if the previous cell is
likely to be free, chances are cm is observable if the previous cell
in the ray was also likely to be observable.

Thus we assume the observation probability to be Markovian
and formulate the estimation process as a Hidden Markov Model,
depicted in Fig. 2.

To estimate the observation state xm we need to estimate the
probability distribution associated with the current state condi-
tioned on the measurements up to the state m� 2. We can write
the estimation of the probability distribution as a two step predic-
tion-update recursion.

The prediction step, predicts the observation probability xm

from state xm�1 given all prior occupancy probabilities up to om�2:

pðxm jo0:m�2Þ ¼
X

xm¼f0;1g
pðxm jxm�1Þpðxm�1 jo0:m�2Þ; ð5Þ

where pðxm jxm�1Þ is the probability of transitioning from state xm�1

to xm is. The state transition is the only open parameter in our sys-
tem and controls the behavior of our approach, explained in more
detail in Section 3.1.1. The prior observation probability of the first
cell in the ray r1 is set to x0 ¼ 1:0, stating full observability of the
first cell c0 2 r.

The update step to the cell cm integrates the occupancy state of
cell cm�1 and is defined as

pðxm jo0:m�1Þ ¼ g pðom�1 jxmÞpðxm jo0:m�2Þ; ð6Þ

with g as the normalization factor. Furthermore the measurement
pðom�1 jxmÞ can be written in terms of the current occupancy state
of cell om�1

pðom�1 jxmÞ / pðxm jom�1Þ ¼ 1� pðom�1Þ: ð7Þ
Fig. 3. The figure shows the change in observation probability when applied to our
model. The upper half of the picture shows the evolution of the observation
probability when traversing the cells in a ray. The lower part of the figure show the
states of the cell in the ray.
3.1.1. Visibility state transition probability
The observation probability of a cell depends on the occupancy

probabilities of the cells in the path of the ray cast as well as the
state transition probability of the Markov Process. The transition
probability defines the likelihood of state transitions given their
probability values. However, the transition probability also con-
trols the behavior of the Markov process and with that the result-
ing observation probability of a cell. Hence, choosing different
parameters for the state transition probabilities result in different
visibility assumptions. This allows us to control the behavior of
the observation probability when intersecting unobserved cells.
As a result different parameters result in different NBV positions.
Please cite this article in press as: C. Potthast, G.S. Sukhatme, A probabilistic fr
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In the following we define the desired behavior of how cells in
the ray should affect the target cell observation probability.
Depending on the occupancy probability of the cells in the ray
we want the observation probability of the target cell cn to change
in a certain way, when observed from a certain position sn. If all
cells in the ray r are likely to be free, we want the observation
probability of cell cn to be high (with high probability the cell cn

is observable). If the ray contains a ‘likely occupied cell’ at position
cm, we want the observation probability of the consecutive cell
cmþ1 to drop off steeply to a low observation probability value. Fur-
thermore, we want the observation probability of all consecutive
cells after cm to be low and with that assign the target cell cn a
low observation probability. If the ray contains consecutive unob-
served cells we want the observation probability to gradually fall.
Assume the occupancy probability for the cell fc0; c1; . . . ; cn�1gis
uncertain. Then we want the observation probability follow the
rule:

pðx1Þ > pðx2Þ > � � � > pðxn�1Þ > pðxnÞ: ð8Þ

The more uncertain cells the ray needs to penetrate, the smaller is
the probability of that target cell cn being visible. Intuitively this ex-
presses the fact that the more unobserved space a ray penetrates to
get to cell cn, the more likely it is that the ray will be blocked by an
object that has not yet been observed.

To achieve this we make the state transition probability
pðxnþ1 jxnÞ to change adaptively depending on how far into the
ray we are. Let the transition matrix be of the form

pðxnþ1 jxnÞ ¼
vis :vis

v is

:vis

t 1� t

0:1 0:9

� �
:

ð9Þ

Then the variable t controls how likely it is to stay in the state
visible and with that how likely it is to transition to the state not
visible. The farther we get into the ray, the less likely we want it
to be to stay in state visible. Thus we make t dependent on the
number of cells passed Ncells so far:

t ¼ aNcells ; ð10Þ

where a controls how steeply the value of t falls off.

3.1.2. Observability probability scenarios
Examples of how the observability probability evolves as we

pass through the ray can be seen in Fig. 3. In the upper half of
Fig. 3 we can see the evolution of the observation probability. This
shows how the probability changes when the ray passes through
the cells till it hits the target cell. In the lower part of the figure
we can see four examples cases of what cells a ray might contain.
amework for next best view estimation in a cluttered environment, J. Vis.
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Fig. 4. In this figure we can see virtual scenes corresponding to the cases presented in Figs. 3 and 5. The blue circle on the left of all figures is the current sensor location, the
arrow represents one ray shot into the grid to a target cell and the dashed white cells represent the cells penetrated by the ray. Green cells are free, red are occupied, and
yellow cells are unobserved. In 4(a) only free cells are penetrated, in 4(b) only occupied cells, in 4(c) only unobserved cells and in 4(d) a mix of all are possible states are
penetrated. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Four different scenarios are shown, #1 where the ray-traversal
algorithm had determined only free cells, #2 where only occupied
cells where detected, #3 where only unobserved1 cells where de-
tected and finally #4 where a mix of all possible ray measurements
where detected. In scenario #1 the observability probability stays al-
most constant close to pðxÞ ¼ 1. This makes sense, since we do not
pass any occupied or unobserved cells. In contrast, scenario #2 shows
how pðxÞ instantly drops to a value close to pðxÞ ¼ 0 as soon as the
first occupied cell is passed, and stays there since all new measure-
ments are also occupied cells. The scenario #3 shows exactly the
behavior that we have previously described. The ray consists of
unobserved cells only, and the farther we get into the ray the more
drops the observability probability pðxÞ. The last scenario #4 depicts
the other wished for behavior, that is as soon as an occupied cell is
passed, pðxÞ drops and stays relatively small after that.

To better illustrate the cases and why the changes in probability
occur in Figs. 3 and 5(a) virtual scenes is shown in Fig. 4. The sub
figures correspond to the cases displayed in Fig. 3 and 5 (#1 is
Fig. 4(a), #2 is Fig. 4(b), #3 is Fig. 4(c), #4 is Fig. 4(d)). Each cell
in the grid is assigned a new observation probability, which de-
pends on the cells traversed by the ray. The ray (blue error) is shot
from the current sensor location (blue circle) to the target cell, with
the white dashed boxes indicating all cell which are penetrated by
the ray. The case #1 shown in Fig. 4(a) shows that the ray only tra-
verses free cells. This occurs if we have estimated the cells in a pre-
vious observation as fee. In case #2 shown in Fig. 4(b) we traverse
only occupied cells. This results when we have observed an obsta-
cle so the cells occupied by the obstacle are occluded. In Fig. 4(b)
which is shown in case #3 we traverse only unobserved cells. This
occurs if the robot is positioned on the boundary of observed and
unobserved space. In this case we have no knowledge about the
environment and the probability behaves as shown in Fig. 3. In
the last case #4 shown in Fig. 4(d) we traverse cells with different
states. As we can see in Fig. 4(d) the ray first traverses free cells,
followed by an occupied cell, followed by unobserved cell and so
on. This occurs if we have partially estimated the probabilities of
the cells but some of them are still unobserved. Since we penetrate
an occupied cells, belonging to an observed object, the target
observation probability immediately decreases to zero, since we
can not observe the cell.

3.2. Posterior occupancy probabilities

So far we have explained how to compute the observability
probabilities of cells. Now we describe how this observability of
1 Note, a cell is unobserved if its initial occupancy probability has not changed,
meaning no measurement has been received for this cell yet. See Section 4.3 for more
details.
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a cell is used to estimate the posterior occupancy probability
pðom jxm; zmÞ. Intuitively, the occupancy probability now depends
on two factors: how visible is cell cm, which is captured by the
observability state xm and what is the occupancy state of the pre-
decessor cell cm�1 in the ray r. Thus, we can again use a Bayes Filter
to compute the posterior occupancy probability pðom jxm; z1:mÞ,
through a recursive prediction-update process. The prediction step
is given through:

pðom jxm; z1:m�1Þ ¼
X

om�1¼f0;1g
pðom jom�1; xmÞpðom�1 jz1:m�1Þ; ð11Þ

where z1:m are again the measurements predicted through the ray-
traversal algorithm. Note, how the transition matrix depends on the
visibility state xm of the next cell cm. Intuitively, the visibility of a
cell cm�1 should influence how certain the transition to the next
state is. We will explain this in more depth in Section 3.2.1. The
measurement update takes the usual form of

pðom jxm; z1:mÞ ¼ g pðzm jomÞpðom jxm; z1:m�1Þ; ð12Þ

where g normalizes the distribution.

3.2.1. Occupancy state transition matrix
The intuition of why the occupancy transition matrix should de-

pend on the observability of the cell cn becomes clear when we
think about what effect the following transition matrix would
have:

pðom jom�1Þ ¼
occ free

occ

free

0:5 0:5
0:5 0:5

� �
:

ð13Þ

When using this transition matrix in the prediction step we will get
a very uncertain belief pðom jxm; z1:m�1Þ, even if the current occu-
pancy state distribution pðom�1 jxm�1; z1:m�1Þ was very certain. We
would want this behavior if the observability of cell cm is very
low, because we want the occupancy distribution over cm to become
less certain. Only if cell cm can be given a certain measurement up-
date, the occupancy distributions becomes certain again. Thus we
define the transition matrix depending on the observability proba-
bility as follows:

pðom jom�1Þ ¼
occ free

occ

free

t 1� t

1� t t

� �
;

ð14Þ

where

t ¼ 0:5þ pðxmÞ
2

: ð15Þ
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Now, if cell cm is likely to be visible the transition matrix is closer to
the identity matrix and will not affect the posterior distribution
pðom jxm; z1:mÞ by much. However, if cell cm is likely to be not visible,
the transition matrix will result in a less certain posterior distribu-
tion, unless a measurement with high certainty can be integrated.

3.2.2. Occupancy probability scenarios
We use the same scenarios from the observability estimation, to

depict the behavior of the occupancy probability in Fig. 5 and illus-
trated as a virtual scene in Fig. 4. Again we can see how the result-
ing occupancy probabilities follow our intuition. Scenario #1
shows how the occupancy probability stays close pðoÞ ¼ 0 as we
pass through a ray full of free cells. Again in contrast, scenario
#2 shows the opposite behavior, where the occupancy probability
stays close to pðoÞ ¼ 1as we pass only occupied cells in the ray. In
scenario #3 pðoÞ converges against the most uncertain state of
pðoÞ ¼ 0:5 when only unobserved cells are in the ray. Finally, sce-
nario #4 depicts, how the occupancy probability becomes close
to pðoÞ ¼ 1 as soon as we observe an occupied cell, but then drops
again to the uncertain state of pðoÞ ¼ 0:5 after that when encoun-
tering unobserved cells, and only dropping to almost pðoÞ ¼ 0:0
when measurements of free cells come in.
4. Preprocessing

In this section we describe the general framework of our ap-
proach. First we give an overview of the system architecture fol-
lowed by a detailed description of the individual steps.

4.1. System architecture

Given a new point cloud P , the first step is to perform the
merging of two point clouds by transforming the new point cloud
into the coordinate frame of the previous one. Let Pn�1 denote the
point cloud after n� 1 cycles. Given the new point cloud P, we join
Pn�1 with P to obtain Pn. To merge two point clouds we need to
find the rigid transformation of P’s coordinate frame to Pn�1’s coor-
dinate frame. This transformation can be calculated using the cur-
rent sensor pose and the first sensor observation pose. Using the
current pose however leads to erroneous transformation matrices,
due to inaccuracy in the sensor pose estimation. To improve the
transformation we use an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) based ap-
proach. ICP is initialized with the estimated transformation using
the current sensor pose and iteratively improves this initial trans-
formation using information from Pn and P. This procedure is ex-
plained in more detail in Section 4.2.

For further processing the point cloud Pn is converted into an
occupancy grid. However, the sparse representation of the point
Fig. 5. The occupancy probability is shown for each cell in a ray. The upper half of
the picture shows the evolution of the occupancy probability when traversing the
cells in a ray. The lower part of the figure show the states of the cell in the ray.
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cloud leads to holes in the occupancy grid representation of the
scene. To fill these holes we use a Markov Random Field (MRF)
in combination with iterated conditional modes (ICM) [24]. MRFs
are undirected graphs with every node conditioned only on its
neighboring nodes. ICM is a greedy method to sequentially max-
imize local conditional probabilities. Eliminating such holes leads
to improved estimation of occluded space when using a ray-tra-
versal algorithm for occlusion estimation. The MRF model optimi-
zation is described in Section 4.4.

In the next step we estimate the occluded space in the occu-
pancy grid representation by using a ray-traversal algorithm. This
also allows us to update the occupancy probabilities of every cell
in the occupancy grid given our sensor model. The occupancy prob-
ability is either changing to ‘likely free’ or remains at uncertain.
The definition of the occupancy grid as well as the ray-traversal
algorithm used for estimating the occluded space is explained in
Section 4.3.

The final step is to determine the next best viewing pose by
choosing the pose that yields the highest expected information
gain as explained in Section 3.

4.2. Point cloud registration

In practice, estimation of the current sensor pose will become
inaccurate over time. When transforming the point clouds based
on erroneous localization, the clouds will be affected by the same
drift.

To deal with this problem we use ICP [25] to find the transfor-
mation that minimizes the difference between two point clouds.
ICP is designed to fit points in a target point cloud to points in a
control point cloud. For ICP to work we need an initial transforma-
tion to align the point clouds coarsely before ICP is applied. The
erroneous rigid transformation, obtained through the current
poses estimation, is used as the initial transformation.

4.3. Occupancy grid

To estimate and represent unknown space we use an occu-
pancy grid, which is a discretized probabilistic representation of
the environment. This makes it possible to assign every position
in space a probability representing knowledge of the world and
use efficient ray-traversal algorithm to estimate the unobserved
space.

Every cell cx;y;z in the occupancy grid O is assigned a continuous
random variable pðoÞ denoting the occupancy probability of the
cell. A probability of pðoÞ ¼ 1:0 stating the cell is occupied while
a probability of pðoÞ ¼ 0:0 as free. An unobserved cell state is ex-
pressed with pðoÞ ¼ 0:5.

Initially, all cells cx;y;z 2 O are initialized with probability 0:5,
stating no knowledge about the state of any of the cells. For every
new measurement p 2 P we want to update the corresponding cell
cx;y;z 2 O with a new occupancy probability. We update the occu-
pancy grid using a stochastic sensor model defined by a probability
density function pðmjzÞ, with m being the actual measurement and
z being the true parameter state space value. In our case z corre-
sponds to the cartesian coordinate of the cell center. We assume
the probability function pðmjzÞ to be Gaussian.

To determine the cell occupancy probability we incrementally
update the occupancy grid using a sequential update formulation
of the Bayes’ theorem [26]. Given a current estimation of the occu-
pancy probability pðoÞ, we want to estimate pðcx;y;zjmx;y;zÞ, given a
new measurement m. The update is formulated with

pðpðoÞ jmtþ1Þ ¼
pðmtþ1 jpðoÞÞ pðpðoÞ jmtÞP

pðoÞpðmtþ1 jzÞ pðz jmtÞ
: ð16Þ
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Fig. 6. In (a) and (c) we can see missing data of the box and a cylinder. This missing measurements lead to holes in the objects. The result of the MRF approach can be seen in
(b) and (d) where the red cells are the cells set to occupied after convergence of the MRF. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Furthermore, let U be the set of all cells which have a probability of
cx;y;z ¼ pðoÞ > 0:4 ^ pðoÞ < 0:6 2 O.

4.3.1. Unknown space estimation
Point cloud data structures contain no information about the

space where no measurements have been returned, consequently
there is no distinction between space which is free and space which
could not be measured due to occlusion. The distinction between the
two types of space is important, because observing unobserved
space gives us new scene information. With the use of a ray-traversal
algorithm we distinguish between observed free space and occluded
unobserved space. The ray-traversal algorithm we are using to esti-
mate the new occupancy probability of the cells is describe in [27].

To estimate the occluded part of the scene we shoot rays from
position P to every uncertain cell cx;y;z 2 U . P is the position of the
sensor from which it has acquired the input point cloud. The
new probability of the cell depends on the ray ending in the cell
ux;y;z 2 U . Every ray r contains all cells it penetrates until it hits
the target cell. If the ray contains a cell with probability
pðox;y;zÞ > 0:6 (meaning the ray has penetrated a cell which is occu-
pied) the target cell probability will remain the same. If the ray
contains only free cells with pðox;y;zÞ < 0:4 or unobserved cells we
change the probability of the cell according to our sensor model.
This changes the occupancy probability of the cell towards more
likely to be free. The change of the probability distribution is justi-
fied because Pi was the actual acquisition position and we can be
certain that we see the unobserved cell if we penetrate only likely
to be free or unobserved cells. Otherwise we would have measured
an occupied cell and therefore penetrated an occupied cell.

4.3.2. Cost
Depending on the occupancy grid dimensions the number of

cells can be very large. The cost for estimating the unobserved
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space from an acquisition position P depends on the number of
unobserved cells U times the number of cells in each ray. Initially,
the set U is fairly large since O is initialized with all cell probabil-
ities set to 0:5 minus the cells that we have received measure-
ments for and set to most likely to being occupied. However the
number of unobserved cells drastically decreases with every new
data acquisition, hence the cost for reestimating the unobserved
space after incorporating new measurements also decreases.

4.4. Markov Random Field

The sparseness of point cloud can lead to holes in the surfaces of
objects in the environment when converting them into an occu-
pancy grid, resulting in cells that should be occupied remain unob-
served. This phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 6(a) and (c), showing
a partially observed box and cylinder. Holes in the objects lead to
incorrect estimation of the unobserved space. Thus we want to
identify the unobserved cells which belong to an object and set
their probability to occupied. Intuitively, cells that are surrounded
by occupied cells are likely to be part of the object as well. These
correlations between neighboring cells can be captured using a
Markov Random Field (MRF), were each variable only depends on
the neighboring variables. In a 1D MRF the probability value of a
random variable Xn depends on its two neighbors

PðXnjXn�1;Xnþ1Þ: ð17Þ

With the point cloud situated in R3 the MRF in a 3-D setting has
S ¼ fsx;y;zgwhich is the set of hidden nodes and O ¼ fox;y;zg the set of
observation nodes, where x ¼ 1 . . . X; y ¼ 1 . . . Y ; z ¼ 1 . . . Z, with
X; Y; Z being the dimensions of the occupancy grid. The nodes in
S are related to one another over a neighboring system. For a fixed
site s we define a neighborhood NðsÞ. To make it more concrete for
the site sx;y;z the neighborhood is defined as: Nðsx;y;zÞ ¼ fðx� 1; y; zÞ;
amework for next best view estimation in a cluttered environment, J. Vis.
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Fig. 7. The experimental platform (PR2 Willow Garage). In this paper, we use the
tilting Hokuyo UTM-30LX laser scanner, mounted above the shoulder and an RGBD
sensor mounted on the head, for data acquisition. (Image, courtesy of Willow
Garage).
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ðxþ 1; y; zÞ; ðx; y� 1; zÞ; ðx; yþ 1; zÞ; ðx; y; z� 1Þ; ðx; y; zþ 1Þg. For effi-
ciency we are not considering the diagonals. Thus in a 3D setting, the
probability of a node s depends on its neighborhood,

PðsjNðsÞÞ: ð18Þ

Both the observation variables ox;y;z 2 f�1;þ1gand the hidden
variables sx;y;z 2 f�1;þ1gare initialized with the state of the corre-
sponding cell, where þ1 represents an occupied cell and �1 the
state unobserved. Furthermore the structure of our graphical mod-
el can be summarized by presence of two types of cliques. The first
group of cliques are formed by fsx;y;z; ox;y;zg which have an associ-
ated energy function modeling the relationship of the observation
variable and the hidden variable. We choose an energy function
which favors equal signs of fsx;y;zg and fox;y;zg by giving a lower en-
ergy if both have the same sign and a higher energy when they
have the opposite sign

Eðsx;y;z; ox;y;zÞ ¼ �g � sx;y;z � ox;y;z; ð19Þ

where g is a positive constant. The other group of cliques are
formed by pairs of neighboring hidden variables, sx;y;z and
zn 2 Nðsx;y;zÞ. Here, we also want the energy to be low if both cells
have the same sign and a high energy if they are different. We de-
fine the energy function as follows

Eðsx;y;z; znÞ ¼ �b � xx;y;z � zn; ð20Þ

with b being a positive constant. Thus, the total energy function of
our model is given by:

EðS;OÞ ¼ �b
X
s2S

Y
zn2NðsÞ

s � zn � g
X
x;y;z

sx;y;z � ox;y;z: ð21Þ

To maximize the joint distribution of the MRF we use the itera-
tive conditional modes (ICM) [28] algorithm, which ‘‘greedily’’ max-
imizes local conditional probabilities sequentially. The optimal
assignment of the hidden variables s 2 S is found by iterating over
the field, taking always one node variable sx;y;z at a time and eval-
uating the total energy for the two possible states sx;y;z ¼ þ1 and
sx;y;z ¼ �1 while keeping all other node variables fixed. After calcu-
lating the total energy for both states, we assign s the state that
produced the lower energy. It should be noted, that we only iterate
over hidden variables s 2 S that where initialized with state un-
known. This is done for two reasons: On the one hand, we are cer-
tain about the assignment of a cell being occupied, thus we do not
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want the state of hidden variables, that were initialized with
sx;y;z ¼ ox;y;z ¼ þ1, to change. On the other hand, this leads to faster
convergence of the algorithm. The algorithm has converged if we
have visited every site s 2 S at least once and no changes to the
variables have been made. A typical result of the MRF optimization
step is shown in Fig. 6(b) and (d).
5. Experiments

We evaluate our formulation of the NBV problem in the task of
large scale exploration and detailed data acquisition using a ro-
botic system. The two evaluation scenarios differ in their size
and level of clutter. To evaluate the detailed data acquisition capa-
bilities we use the robotic system to explore a table top environ-
ment and acquire object information. The table top scene is
extremely cluttered and unstructured resulting in many occlusions
and the need to observe the table top from different positions. This
environment analyzes the algorithm in the presence of clutter. In
the second experiment, which is conducted only in simulation,
we use our approach to explore large office environments. Office
environments are in general less cluttered and consist of large
rooms and long hallways, with mostly free areas. We compare
and evaluate our approach to different frontier-based exploration
algorithms. Besides the size and the clutter of the two environ-
ments, they differ also in terms of viewing scale of the sensor.
For detailed exploration, like the observation of objects on a table
top, the sensor viewing scale is in general far bigger than the envi-
ronment. This is different for large scale exploration usually, the
dimensions of a room or a hallway exceed the sensor viewing scale.

For experimental evaluation we use the PR2 robot Fig. 7, a re-
search and development platform, from Willow Garage, operated
using the Robot Operating System (ROS) [29]. The PR2 robot has
a mobile base, with a footprint of 668� 668 mm, two manipulators
as well as several high-end sensors (e.g. tilt laser scanner,
stereo cameras, RGB-D sensor, IMU). The robot has a substantial
size, which means the robot can not reach every position in
space the next best view algorithm estimates. The consequence
of this is almost always time consuming, since unreachability
can only be determined in imminent vicinity of an unexpected
object due to either unnecessary robot motions or due to the
need of recomputing a new next best view positions. We will
explain in the following chapters how we deal with this issue
and what effect this has on the information gain. The simulation
experiments are performed using the robot simulator Gazebo.
This simulator is able to replicate the PR2 robot with all its func-
tionality in a physics simulated environment. In simulation we
are utilizing the tilt laser scanner as well as a RGB-D camera
for data acquisition.

In the following we evaluate our approach in simulation as well
as on a real robotic system. First, we evaluate the detailed explora-
tion of table top environment using a real robot. Second, we eval-
uate our approach in a large scale exploration environment of two
office environments in a simulation environment.
5.1. Real robot experiments

To analyze the performance of our approach in small and clut-
tered environments, we simulate different cluttered table top
scenes. The scenes, shown in Fig. 9, consists of different objects
and configurations of the objects on the table, varying in different
levels of complexity and clutter. The table is setup in a way that the
robot has the ability to position itself anywhere around it, Fig. 8. To
fully observe the table top and with that all the objects on it, we
used the robot’s mobile base to position the sensor around our re-
gion of interest. For the detailed data acquisition we are using a
amework for next best view estimation in a cluttered environment, J. Vis.
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Fig. 8. PR2 robot acquiring data from a table top. The robot is able to position itself anywhere around the table.
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tilting Hokuyo UTM-30LX laser scanner, mounted on the upper tor-
so of the PR2 robot, to produce the input point clouds. The laser
scanner is more accurate and less noisy compared to a RGB-D sen-
sor, however it requires approximately 15 s to acquire a high reso-
lution full 3D scan of the environment. Additionally, we restrict the
lasers’ field of view to 15� to increase accuracy. This makes an
environment measurement costly in terms of needed time, there-
fore the goal is to keep the number of needed scans minimal and
reduce the unobserved space maximally for every new scan.
Furthermore, the laser scanner is mounted in a way that the robot
cannot see all the objects by looking down at the table. This makes
the setup more general and harder to solve because not all objects
are seen in the first scan.

Since we are only interested in the objects on the table, we ex-
tract the objects from the table top as an additional pre-processing
step. Given a new point cloud, the first step is to extract the table
top and objects. The surface normals of all points in the point cloud
are computed and are used to estimate all horizontal planar sur-
faces by using robust SAC (Sample Consensus) estimators. The ap-
proach is described in detail in [30] and implemented in the Point
Cloud Library (PCL) [31]. All points above this planar surface corre-
spond to data points of objects. We only integrate measurement
points belonging to objects into the occupancy grid.

The dimension ðw� d� hÞ of the occupancy grid influences the
resolution of the final measurement acquisition result as well as
the runtime of the exploration algorithm. Given the relative small
table top with 1 by 1 m, we choose the resolution of the occupancy
grid as follows: w ¼ 129; d ¼ 129 and h ¼ 65. The resolution of the
occupancy grid influences the runtime of the algorithm greatly,
since discretizing the space in smaller cells results in an increase
of unobserved cells. More unobserved cells means more cells to
traverse and process using the ray-traversal algorithm and with
that an increases run-time. However, discretization size also influ-
ences the level of detail we observe the environment, in general we
decided to have a high resolution for detailed observation while a
low resolution is sufficient for observation of large space, for exam-
ple. The resolution we picked for the detailed observation of the ta-
ble-top results in a cell size smaller than 1 cm, which resulted in a
very dense point cloud.

To execute the Markov Random Field preprocessing step to fill
in missing measurements of the objects, the ICM algorithm re-
quires the parameters g and b. They influence the convergence
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behavior and are set to b ¼ g ¼ 1:0 for a conservative convergence.
The parameters influence the weight every relationship in a clique
receives. Setting the parameters to b ¼ g ¼ 1:0 results in an equal
weight. If we would set b ¼ 0, we effectively remove the link be-
tween the paris of neighboring hidden variables. This would result
in the global most probable solution is sx;y;z ¼ ox;y;z.

Additionally the estimation of the NBV position depends on the
parameter a, influencing how far we suspect to see into the unob-
served regions. Best results were achieved with the parameter set
to a ¼ 0:997, which was empirically estimated.

In the detailed exploration experiments the NBV estimation de-
pends on the number of possible sampling positions K and the an-
gle h of each sk. We choose a finite set of viewing positions in such a
way, that all of them lie on the perimeter of a circle around the re-
gion of interest. We have found that the discretization does not ef-
fect the result in a significant way, since small pose changes of the
sensor do not effect the field of view in a notable way. However
discretization drastically shortens the computation time. For our
experiments, we have set K ¼ 10 and hi with i ¼ ½1;2;3� with the
angles [�15,0,15] resulting in 30 different viewing positions.

We compare our probabilistic framework with two other meth-
ods. The simple greedy approach assumes every unobserved cell is
visible from a virtual scanning position, unless it is obstructed by
an occupied cell. This predicted measurement z is then used to
estimate and evaluate the information gain of a virtual scanning
position sk 2 S. This models the approach used in [20]. The second
tested approach chooses the NBV position randomly after a new
real measurement is taken by the sensor. To compare the three ap-
proaches we contrast the actual increase in information gain,
which is equivalent to the decrease of unobserved cells in the occu-
pancy grid. Additionally, we evaluate our approach in terms of pre-
diction error of the information gain. A large prediction errors
means overestimation of the information gain for a virtual viewing
position. This has the affect that the chosen NBV positions is not
necessarily a good one. Furthermore to give statical significance
to our evaluation we conducted multiple runs for each scene and
method. We conducted ten different runs for each scene and meth-
od, initialized from each of the sampling positions.

5.1.1. Evaluation
The overall performance shown in Fig. 10 shows the average de-

crease in unobserved cells over the 10 trials for each scan. We can
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Fig. 9. In images (a)–(d) we show the experimental test scenarios for the detailed exploration. The table top scenes have different number of object simulating different level
of clutter.
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see that our proposed approach converges faster and has therefore
reduced the number of unobserved cells faster than the simple
greedy approach. This also means that to observe a certain percent-
age of the unobserved space, our approach can perform this in
most cases much faster than the simple greedy method. As a con-
sequence this means our method has chosen better next best scan-
ning positions. An example of chosen positions and their
reductions in unknown space can be seen in Fig. 12. Intuitively,
the simple approach heavily over estimates the expected number
of cells it can see from a virtual scan. As a result, it chooses next
best scanning positions which decrease far less unobserved cells
than expected due to objects, which have not yet been seen, block-
ing space which thought to be observable.

To chose the NBV position we have to predict the outcome of a
virtual scan. In Fig. 11 we show that the absolute prediction error
of our method is much lower than the prediction error of the sim-
ple method. The prediction error is calculated as the difference be-
tween the expected number of hitherto unobserved cells seen and
the true number of hitherto unobserved cells seen in the new (real)
scan. Note that due to the nature of the methods the two ap-
proaches computed two different sequences of sensor locations.
Since this would result in an unequal comparison we ran the sim-
ple approach on the sequence estimated by our proposed method.
Resulting in a comparison of the errors for the same scanning
poses.

5.2. Simulated experiments

In the second experiment we apply our approach to two dif-
ferent large scale office environments, consisting of hallways and
several rooms. Both environments are less cluttered, compared
to the table top scene, but substantially larger. Due to the size
of the environment the main difference to the first experiment,
besides the level of clutter, is the fact that the maximal distance
a sensor can obtain a measurement in, is generally significantly
smaller than in the table top environment. The office environ-
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ment as well as the robot is simulated using the robots simula-
tor Gazebo. We constructed two large scale office environments
shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The first environment consists of two
adjacent large rooms with a total size of 15 � 10 � 2 m. The sec-
ond environment is larger in size (20 � 25 � 2 m) and consists of
long hallways, small and large rooms. Furthermore, our approach
is tested with different levels of clutter and varying starting
locations of the robot. To explore the office environment we
are using a simulated PR2 robot equipped with a simulated
RGB-D camera (Microsoft Kinect). We limit the maximal sensor
distance to 3:5 m, which is approximately the real maximal dis-
tance of the sensor. Additionally, Gaussian noise is added to the
measurement by the simulator. Although the RGB-D sensor is
capable of continuous data acquisition, we constrain our explora-
tion such that the robot has to be stationary to obtain measure-
ments. To fully observe the environment the robot needs to
iteratively estimate NBV positions, position itself and the sensor
at the new location and acquire new measurements until the
space is observed.

Due to the significant larger environment we initialize the occu-
pancy grid with a higher resolution of w ¼ 257; d ¼ 257 and
h ¼ 65. The parameter for model optimization, especially for the
ICM algorithm, remain the same as in the first experiment. The vis-
ibility parameter a of our approach is set to 0.9999, resulting in lit-
tle visibility penalties when looking into unobserved regions. In
general, office environments consists of long and clutter free hall-
ways as well as open spaces in offices.

Rather than relying on pre-determined or sampled potential
new viewing positions we estimate new positions on a frontier-re-
gion. Frontier-regions are boundaries between observed free space
and unobserved space. After a new point cloud is integrated into
the occupancy grid, we estimate all boundary cells and cluster
them to frontier-regions. Each centroid of a frontier-region is a po-
tential new viewing position and will be evaluated for its expected
information gain. On every NBV positions we capture a full 360�
sweep of the environment and integrate the measurements into
amework for next best view estimation in a cluttered environment, J. Vis.
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Fig. 10. In graphs (a)–(d) we compare the simple approach which is drawn as blue line with our proposed method drawn in red and a random approach in green. We can see
that our method drawn in red decreases the number of unobserved cells faster, which is the effect of choosing NBV positions more optimal. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the occupancy grid. Over the past decades many frontier-based ap-
proach were developed, the most prominent ones are [17,1] to
which we compare our approach. Frontier approaches distinguish
each other in the way NBV positions or frontiers are chosen and ex-
plored next.

The oldest but still widely used, because of it’s simplicity, is
Yamauchi [17]. The frontier centroid which is the closest to the ro-
bots current position is chosen as the NBV position. This strategy
results in extremely short travel time after new measurements
are acquired, however in general the number of necessary view
points is of a factor of two larger compared to more sophisticated
approaches. González-Baños and Latombe [1] developed a popular
approach combining information theory and travel cost. For every
frontier region the information gain is computed, with the mea-
surement approximated by assuming infinite visibility, and penal-
ized by the distance the robot would have to travel to get to that
NBV position. The position with the highest reward is chosen as
the NBV position and with that the next exploration position.
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The robot navigation algorithm tries to navigate the robot to the
chosen goal point. However, not all NBV positions are reachable by
the robot, since the estimated centroids of frontiers could lie with-
in or very close to objects. In this case the navigation algorithm
tries to get the robot as close as possible to the goal point, but
eventually has to aboard and proceeds as if the goal position is
reached.

Furthermore, we compare our approach to the simple greedy
approximation of the information gain as described in the previous
experiment. The frontier centroid with the highest information
gain is chosen to be the NBV position. Finally, we compare our ap-
proach to a random selection of the frontier centroids.

5.2.1. Evaluation
The performance for the different approaches in a large scale

exploration task can be seen in Fig. 15 for the small office environ-
ment and Fig. 16 for the large office environment. As we can see, by
setting the observation parameter close to 1:0 we converge to a
amework for next best view estimation in a cluttered environment, J. Vis.
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Fig. 12. The figure shows, from left to right, the reduction in unobserved cells after estimating the NBV position and acquiring new measurements.

Fig. 11. In graphs (a)–(d) we show the absolute prediction error over the number of scans. The error is computed by taking the absolute error between the predicted
information gain and the actual number of seen cells after a scan is taken. The green line in the graph represents the simple method while the blue line shows the prediction
error of our method. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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similar behavior as the simple greedy information gain approach.
Intuitively, it makes sense that due to the sparseness of the envi-
Please cite this article in press as: C. Potthast, G.S. Sukhatme, A probabilistic fr
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ronment, the best exploration performance in terms of reducing
the number of unobserved cells as quickly as possible, is achieved
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Fig. 13. The figure shows a small office environment, with different levels of clutter. The blue circles are the different robot starting locations. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 14. The figure shows a large office environment, with different levels of clutter. The blue circles are five different initial robot starting locations. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 15. The figure shows the average performance for the small office environment Fig. 13 of our approach compared to the simple greedy, Latombe, Yamauchi and random.
The observability parameter for our approach is set to a ¼ 0:999 and a ¼ 0:9999. We can see that our approach is on par with all the other approaches.
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by assuming almost infinite visibility. In both office environments
this seems to be the best strategy, and our approach has the flexi-
bility of adapting this rather greedy strategy. For both office envi-
ronments experiments have shown that the performance for
different values of the observation parameter does not degrade
substantially. This is probably due to the fact that both environ-
ments are fairly large and sparse in obstacles. Hidden unobserved
obstacles are rare and positions with large unobserved frontiers
yield comparable performance.
5.3. Practical issues

The next best view algorithm we have presented in this paper is
evaluated on a robotic system, more specifically on the PR2 robot.
In general, the proposed next best view estimation algorithm is
independent to a specific robot or any underlining system, how-
ever we use it to acquire data and more importantly get an esti-
mated of the sensor positions in a word coordinate frame. In the
Please cite this article in press as: C. Potthast, G.S. Sukhatme, A probabilistic fr
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following subsections we will give some insight into the practical
issues when using our specific evaluation system.
5.3.1. Robot limitations
Depending on the system used to move the camera not all posi-

tions in space are reachable by the system. Our robot in particular
is fairly large and can only operate on a 2D ground plane. Practi-
cally, this means potentially next best view positions can only be
sampled from a subset of all possible viewpoints. This subset in-
cludes only the positions which lie within the robots configuration
space. In contrast to our robot, a robot operating in 6D like an areal
vehicle has a much larger operation space. However, even if we
only sample in the robots configuration space, it is still possible
that the positions sampled are not reachable. This happens if a po-
tential viewing position lies within unobserved space and is ob-
structed by a previous unseen object. For the tabletop scene we
assume there are no obstacles surrounding the table which could
prevent the robot from reaching a sampled potential new viewing
position. In the large environment exploration task this can how-
amework for next best view estimation in a cluttered environment, J. Vis.
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Fig. 16. The figure shows the average performance for the large office environment Fig. 14. Our approach is at least as good as the other tested approaches. The observability
parameter is set to a ¼ 0:9999.
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ever happen, since the algorithm we use to estimate potential new
viewing positions can return positions which lie within unob-
served space. If such a position can not be reached a fallback plan
has to be used. In our case we attempt to get as close as possible to
the position, treating this as the new viewing position and acquire
a new environment scan. However, there are many other opera-
tions that can be performed, e.g. choosing a different positions from
the set of potential new viewing positions. Problematic with our
fallback plan is that the estimated expected information gain, esti-
mated by our proposed algorithm, for the fallback position is dif-
ferent than for the original position. This means taking a scan on
the fallback position has a worse information gain than estimated
on the original planned position or even as on a different position
in the set of potential next best viewing positions. Unfortunately,
we only know this once we have actually taken a new observation
and integrated in our world representation. Moving to a different
positions once the robot is not able to reach the position is a viable
option, but it is not clear that this has more benefits. First, the robot
has a lot more cost to actually reach a new positions, it first has to
drive to the original, if not reachable, it has to drive to another one.
Please cite this article in press as: C. Potthast, G.S. Sukhatme, A probabilistic fr
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Second, we do not know if this position is in fact better than the
one close to the unreachable first one, since without taking an
observation at the unreachable first position we have no informa-
tion of its expected information gain.

5.3.2. Registration issues
Registration of sensor data over time is still an unsolved prob-

lem and a very active research field. In the real world experiment
we have a tailored solution which works reasonable well and pro-
duces only small errors in registration. In the simulation environ-
ment, we do not assume perfect position knowledge of the robot,
but rather apply gaussian noise to every position estimate. Regis-
tration errors accumulating over time will have an effect on the fi-
nal representation of the world but also on the estimation of the
expected information gain and with that on the choice of the next
best view position.

5.3.3. Runtime
The runtime of the algorithm highly depends on the number of

sampled potential new viewing positions and the total number of
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cells that need to be evaluated. The runtime of estimating the ex-
pected information gain of one potential next best view positions
therefore highly depends on the discretization of the environ-
ment. This varies from a second to a couple of seconds, due to
costly ray-traversal operations. Currently we have a fast imple-
mentation, however there are GPU implementation which would
improve the speed tremendously. Each additional potential next
best view, which needs to be evaluated for its expected informa-
tion gain, increases the total runtime by the evaluation time. Typ-
ically, the complete evaluation for the best next best view points
takes about 30 s. A future goal would be to push this evaluation
to under 10 s.
6. Discussion and future work

The results of the experiments show the usefulnesses of our ap-
proach in terms of detailed and large scale exploration. Comparing
the results in the two different scenarios, one can see that reason-
ing over the observability of the cells is most useful in an extreme
cluttered environment and when the sensor viewing scale is larger
than the environment. In the detailed exploration setting our ap-
proach outperforms all other tested methods. On average, our pro-
posed framework reduces the number of unobserved cells faster
than the simple greedy method. In the large scale experiment the
performance of our algorithm is at least as good as the simple gree-
dy approach and is on par or better than the other tested ap-
proaches. We occasionally see a slightly faster reduction of
unobserved cells using our approach, however in all of the cases
it was insignificant.

When comparing our method to different approaches found in
the literature the real advantage comes with that fact that we
are able to mimic several different exploration strategies within
one approach. Changing the value of the observability parameter
a and with that the observability assumption of an unobserved cell
also results in different exploration behaviors. This allows us to
adapt our exploration strategy, depending on the task, within the
same algorithm. With that our approach is more general to differ-
ent exploration scenarios and needs. When changing the observ-
ability parameter to a value close to 1.0 we achieve no penalty
for unobserved cells, resulting in the assumption of infinite visibil-
ity. In comparison when we set the parameter closer to 0.9 we
achieve a behavior which mimics the behavior of always exploring
the biggest frontier. Values in between 0.9 and 1.0 result in more or
less penalization for unobserved cells.

A limitation of our approach as presented here is that the
observability parameter a needs to be set manually, depending
on what kind of scene needs to be explored. However, setting the
parameter is very intuitive, for very cluttered scenes a value of
a ’ 0:997 is a good starting point. For large scale scenes with rela-
tively few clutter, a value of a ’ 0:9999 will most likely work well.

Future work involves building completely autonomous explora-
tion system, that recognizes based on the task what observability
strategy is the best. For instance, if the task is to first only explore
a fully unknown map, a less stringent penalization should be used,
to get a coarse exploration result. Then if the task is to focus into
certain areas which are potentially are more cluttered, the observ-
ability parameter should be adapted to account for potentially
unobserved smaller objects.
7. Conclusion

We have presented a flexible probabilistic framework for Next
Best View estimation. We have shown that our approach can mi-
mic several different explorations strategies. Thus the proposed
framework is a more general approach to NBV estimation. This
Please cite this article in press as: C. Potthast, G.S. Sukhatme, A probabilistic fr
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generality has been validated in several experiments conducted
in simulation as well as on a real robotics platform. In both
experimental settings, the detailed exploration and large scale of-
fice exploration, we can show that our approach is on par or bet-
ter than other popular approaches like the simple greedy
method.
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